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MODULE 6

How plants grow

Overview

Children have their own ideas about how the world around them works. These may be correct 
or incorrect. A common misconception is that plants absorb their food from the soil. Using 
their imagination children will question this idea. By discussing different historic experiments 
children will learn that science is a dynamic process and that concepts change in the light of 
new evidence.  

Aims

To understand that not all plants need to live in the soil. 
To understand that scientific knowledge changes in the light of new evidence.

Teaching sequence

1. Tell the story of Anja ś grandmother. Hand out the potato tuber for children to handle and 
examine closely. 

�. Explain that just like humans, all plants need energy to be able to grow. In the story, Anja 
read that Aristotle had thought that plants feed themselves from the soil. To test this, Anja 
carried out an experiment.

�. Divide the children into groups and hand out the two activity sheets E11 and E1�. Children 
should cut out the pictures in sheet E11 and then put them together in the correct order, 
gluing them on the back of sheet E1�. Children make up a story to explain what is happe-
ning in the pictures and answer the questions on activity sheet E1�. 

�. Each group reads its story out loud. 

5. Plenary. Discuss the following questions 
• What did Anja want to find out? 
• How did she do it? 
• What did she find out?   

6. Plants do not feed themselves from the soil as Aristotle thought. However, plants do need 
soil for anchorage, to absorb water and to absorb minerals and nutrients, e.g. nitrate. 
Compare the minerals and nutrients that plants absorb through the soil with minerals and 
vitamins that humans need to grow and stay healthy. Vitamins and minerals alone aren’t 
enough for healthy growth so what else does a plant need for growth?  

7. Over the last �000 years many scientists have wanted to answer this question. They 
planned different experiments and new evidence was found. Discuss with the children 
how knowledge about plant growth has developed over the centuries. (See Teachers’ 
Notes).

8. Children should summarise two things they learned. 

Timing
1 hour 30 min

maTerialS
Potato tubers; if 
available a potato plant
Photocopies 
of sheets E11, E12

SkillS
Observing
Argumentation

key wordS
Plant growth
Nutrients

CroSS CurriCular 
aCTiviTy
Literacy

Experiments 
about plant growth
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Teachers’ notes

This is the scenario for the activity relating to ‘Anja ś grandmother’. 
Anja ś grandmother lives in Cornwall and has a large garden. In spring she always plants potatoes in her garden and Anja helps 
her. They plant 50 kilogrammes of potatoes. 
They set each potato out on the earth and dig holes about 15 centimetres deep and place the potato in it. They leave around 50 
centimetres between each and 50 cemtimetres between each row so that once the potato grows, the plant will have enough 
space to grow into. 
Over the summer the potatoes develop into big plants with plenty of dark green leaves. In September the leaves die down and, 
Anja ś grandmother digs up the potatoes. From the 50 kilogrammes of potatoes planted, Anja ś grandmother is pleased to find 
that 500 kilogrammes of potatoes have grown.  

Ask the children to do some research on plant growth and the scientists Aristotle, Johan Van Helmont and Stephen Hales – here 
are some simple pieces of information that might be helpful as a starting point.

Discovery of photosynthesis

�50 BC Aristotle believed that the soil supplied all the substances for plants to grow. He believed that leaves served only to 
shade the growing potatoes. 
In 16�5 the Belgian natural scientist Van Helmont carried out an experiment, to test Aristotle’s assumption. He set a young willow 
(� kilogrammes) in a pot, which contained 90.9 kilogrammes of earth. Five years later the willow developed into a 76.8 kilo-
gramme tree. Nevertheless only 0.06 kilogrammes of earth had disappeared from the pot. Van Helmont decided that the willow 
had grown from the water which he had given it regularly. 
100 years later (17�9) scientists knew that plants took in a gas from the air. Stephen Hales suggested that plants obtained part 
of their food from air. 
Over the centuries different scientists found new evidence by using different experiments and explained, step by step, how 
plants provide their own food.  
None of these three scientists was completely right but their ideas contributed different pieces of evidence that has improved 
people’s understanding of plant nutrition and growth.  Scientists are still finding out about different aspects of photosynthesis. 
For more information see Module 7. 

Extension activity

It would be helpful if children grew potatoes, in a large container. They can then weigh them and recreate the experiment Anja 
did. They can record the process over the growing period. 
Also see Food Module �.



How a potato grows 

Cut	out	the	pictures	and	put	them	in	an	order	that	explains	what	happens	to	Anja’s	potatoes.	

E11



Stephen	Hales	(1677-1761)	thought	that	...

	 	 Johan	van	Helmont	(1580-1644)	thought	that	...

What does a potato plant need to grow well?

E12

What	can	Anja	prove	with	her	experiment?

Over	the	last	2000	years	different	scientists	tried	to	explain	how	plants	grow.		
How	did	Aristotle,	Johan	van	Helmont	and	Stephen	Hales	explain	plant	growth?

Aristotle	(384-322	BC)	thought	that	...		

    Today I learned 


